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1.0 Introduction
1.1

Project Background

This Institutional Master Plan (IMP) Amendment is being submitted to the Boston
Redevelopment Authority (BRA) in order to advance the review and construction of Harvard
University’s Science and Engineering Complex (SEC) in Allston (the Project). The Project
consists of the following three components:
1. the construction of a new building at 130-140 Western Avenue (SEC Building) that
will provide laboratories, classrooms, and related teaching and research facilities
for Harvard’s John A. Paulson School of Engineering and Applied Sciences (SEAS);
2. the renovation of the existing 114 Western Avenue office building for use by SEAS;
and
3. the construction of an above-grade district energy facility (DEF) on a parcel of land
located on the west side of the proposed “East Drive.”
In addition to creating new facilities for SEAS, the Project will include significant publicly
accessible open space, new streets, a broad range of streetscape improvements,
infrastructure upgrades, and various transportation improvements including parking, transit
accommodations, bike facilities, and pedestrian amenities.
Harvard University submitted an Institutional Master Plan Notification Form/Notice of
Project Change (IMPNF/NPC) on November 10, 2015. The IMPNF/NPC described changes
to Harvard’s Allston Science Complex, a project that was approved under Articles 80B (Large
Project Review) and 80D (IMP Review) of the Boston Zoning Code in 2007. The IMPNF/NPC
filing started the formal review of the revised Project under Articles 80B and 80D. Following
the public comment period, the BRA issued a Scoping Determination on December 23, 2015
outlining issues to be addressed in more detail in an IMP Amendment. A copy of the BRA’s
Scoping Determination and the comment letters submitted in response to the IMPNF/NPC is
included in Chapter 5, Responses to Comments.
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1.2

Project Summary

Science and Engineering Complex/114 Western Avenue
Designed by the firm of Behnisch Architekten and located at 130-140 Western Avenue, the
SEC Building will comprise approximately 445,350 square feet1, including the renovation and
re-use of approximately 51,500 square feet of the existing 114 Western Avenue building,
for a total of 496,850 square feet. The SEC Building and 114 Western Avenue will be
surrounded by approximately 70,000 square feet of accessible, landscaped green space.
The Project will house faculty, scientists, researchers, students, and staff from SEAS—
including undergraduate concentrators and graduate students who are studying applied
mathematics, applied physics, computational science and engineering, bioengineering,
computer science, electrical engineering, environmental science and engineering, material
science, and mechanical engineering.
A more detailed description of the Project is included in Chapter 2, Project Description.
District Energy Facility
The IMPNF/NPC included a discussion of the subsurface facility located within the SEC
Building that would supply hot water for heating, chilled water for cooling, and electricity
for building power for the SEC Building. The IMPNF/NPC also noted that additional studies
related to climate resiliency and district energy were underway and that an alternative
approach to providing energy to the SEC may be pursued. As is discussed in more detail in
Chapter 2, Project Description, the University is proposing to relocate the district energy
facility to a location outside of the SEC Building. The University is proposing to construct
an above-grade DEF of approximately 47,000 square feet on a parcel of land currently
estimated to be approximately 100,000 square feet, located on the west side of the
proposed “East Drive.”
By way of this IMP Amendment, and as shown in Figure 1, the University is requesting that
this parcel of land for the DEF be added to the University’s IMP Area via a Map Amendment.

1
All building square footage numbers in this document refer to gross floor area as defined by the Boston
Zoning Code.
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Figure 1: Harvard Property Within Existing & Proposed IMP Area
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1.3

Changes and Updates Since IMP Approval

The BRA’s Scoping Determination requested that the IMP Amendment include an update
on Harvard’s properties since the Institutional Master Plan for Harvard’s Campus in Allston
(the IMP) was approved in 2013. There have been a number of changes and updates to the
institutional and nearby non-institutional properties and these are discussed below and are
shown on Figure 2.

Institutional
1. Tata Hall
2. Baker Hall / Esteves Hall
3. Chao Center
4. Klarman Hall / G2 Pavilion
5. Charlesview Demolition
2

Non-Institutional
6. Continuum
7. 224 Western Avenue
8. CSX

3

1

4
5
6
7
8

Figure 2: Changes and Updates Since IMP Approval
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Institutional
1. Tata Hall
At the time of the approval of the IMP, Harvard Business School (HBS) was completing the
construction of Tata Hall, situated at the northeast corner of the HBS campus. Tata Hall,
which includes 179 beds, two classrooms, and common meeting space for HBS’s Executive
Education Program, was completed and occupied in January 2014.
2. Baker Hall/Esteves Hall
The IMP included the renovation of HBS’s Baker Hall (and its renaming to Esteves Hall) as
an IMP project. This project, which includes both cosmetic and system upgrades in order
to provide comfortable accommodations and accessibility improvements for Executive
Education participants, was completed in March 2015 and occupied in April 2015.
3. Chao Center
The IMP included the demolition of Kresge Hall and the construction of a new facility
to be called the Ruth Mulan Chu Chao Center as an IMP project. The Chao Center will
be approximately 75,000 square feet and will serve HBS’s Executive Education program,
providing space for dining, classrooms, offices, and common spaces. This project was
approved by the BRA Board in December 2013, started construction in early 2014, and is
currently scheduled to open in June 2016.
4. Klarman Hall/G2 Pavilion
On December 10, 2015 the BRA Board approved the Klarman Hall/G2 Pavilion project,
referred to as the “Burden Hall Replacement Project” in the IMP. Harvard will replace the
existing Burden Hall with a new classroom and academic building. The project will be a twophased project consisting of a total of 105,100 square feet of new construction including an
auditorium, meeting, and classroom space. Construction is expected to start in the spring
of 2016 with the completion of Klarman Hall by August 2018. The construction of the G2
Pavilion will follow the completion of Klarman Hall and the demolition of Burden Hall.
5. Charlesview Demolition
The buildings on the former Charlesview site were remediated and demolished in late 2014
and throughout 2015. There is currently ongoing abatement of the under slab piping, and
the demolition of the slabs and foundation. This work will continue into 2016. In addition,
Harvard expects that in 2016 construction staging and construction worker parking will be
located on the former Charlesview site to support construction of the Project, and beyond
2016 additional activities related to the construction of “Academic Way North” will take
place on this site.
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Non-Institutional
6. Continuum
In 2012, Harvard University selected a real estate partner, Samuels and Associates, to
develop the Barry’s Corner Residential and Retail Commons under a long-term ground
lease. The project – now known as Continuum - includes approximately 325 units of
housing, approximately 45,000 SF of retail space, and 225 parking spaces. The project also
includes two new streets (South Campus Drive and Ivy Lane) which were built to facilitate
access to Barry’s Corner and Smith Field, to improve traffic flow, and to create on-street
parking. The project was approved as a Planned Development Area (PDA) by the BRA Board
in April 2013, and by the Zoning Commission in May 2013, and tenants began to move into
the completed project in the fall of 2015.
7. 224 Western Avenue
Since the approval of the IMP, two community-focused Harvard programs have been
relocated to 224 Western Avenue. The first is the Harvard Ed Portal, a Harvard programmed
community space offering innovative ways of learning and expanded programming in
creative and performing arts; science and technology; wellness and recreation; and
economic, workforce, and professional development. The second is the well-regarded
Harvard Ceramics Program, which for over 40 years has offered studio ceramics classes,
studio space, and programming for Harvard University and the broader community.
8. CSX
Much of Harvard’s land located east of Barry’s Corner and south of Western Avenue and
known respectively as Allston Landing North (ALN) and Allston Landing South (ALS) have
been encumbered by an exclusive perpetual easement held by CSX Transportation Inc.
(CSX), the freight railway company. CSX has been relocating its freight railway facilities and
operations to locations west of Boston. In connection with CSX’s relocation, Harvard and
CSX have entered into an agreement outlining the steps necessary over time to transfer to
Harvard CSX’s rights to this land. The transfer of rights will occur in phases. In December
2015, CSX relinquished to Harvard its easement rights to Allston Landing North (also
commonly known as the Romar Parcel), but CSX will continue to occupy a significant portion
of ALN until CSX completes environmental remediation being performed on-site.
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2.0 Project Description
The Institutional Master Plan Notification Form / Notice of Project Change submitted in
November 2015 provides a detailed description of the Project. This Institutional Master
Plan Amendment document is written to address the comment letters submitted in
response to the IMPNF/NPC. Please refer to the IMPNF/NPC document for additional
project description information not detailed in this chapter.

2.1

Project Overview

The Project is located in North Allston on the southerly side of Western Avenue, east of
the intersection of Western Avenue and North Harvard Street, and east of Travis Street
and also in Allston Landing North near the future street to be known as “East Drive.” The
site for the SEC Building and 114 Western Avenue is approximately 12.5 acres. Those two
components of the Project include 496,850 square feet of gross floor area, which includes
both the renovation of the existing 114 Western Avenue building as well the construction of
a new building for the John A. Paulson School of Engineering and Applied Sciences (SEAS).
The new SEC Building will provide space for laboratories, teaching environments, and offices
in addition to communal spaces, amenities, and retail. The SEC Building will consist of a
single building on the northern portion of the site. The southern portion of the site is being
preserved for future institutional development and will be landscaped in the interim.
In addition, as discussed in more detail in the following Section 2.2, by way of this IMP
Amendment, Harvard is now proposing to remove the energy facility from the subsurface
level of the SEC Building and to build an approximately 47,000 square foot, above-grade
district energy facility to be located on a parcel of land on the west side of “East Drive.”
Table 1 presents the building program for the Project. Figure 3 depicts the Project within
the proposed IMP area, and Figure 4 presents an updated illustrative plan.
Table 1: Building Program (Gross Floor Area)
Dedicated Laboratory

SEC

114 Western

SUBTOTAL

209,000

0

209,000

DEF

TOTAL
209,000

8,400

12,200

20,600

31,000

1,700

32,700

32,700

122,250

20,800

143,050

143,050

Teaching Environments

58,200

14,300

72,500

72,500

Core Layout

16,500

2,500

19,000

Admin
Amenities / Retail
Atrium / Circulation

District Energy Facility
TOTAL

445,350

51,500

496,850

3,000

23,600

19,000
44,000

44,000

47,000

543,850

Note: All square footage numbers in this document refer to gross floor area as defined by the Boston Zoning
Code.
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114 Western
Avenue
SEC
District
Energy
Facility

Figure 3: Project Within Proposed IMP Area
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Figure 4: Updated Ten-Year Illustrative Plan
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The public realm establishes an active interface with Western Avenue while the large
courtyard creates a variety of outdoor gathering spaces for casual seating or more formal
events. Figure 5 shows the site and ground floor plans for the SEC Building and 114 Western
Avenue; Figure 6 depicts the SEC Building courtyard; and Figure 7 and Figure 8 show views
of the proposed SEC Building from Western Avenue.

SITE PLAN

WESTERN AVENUE

ACADEMIC WAY
ROTTERDAM AVENUE

Figure 5: SEC and 114 Western Avenue Site Plan and Ground Floor Plans
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Figure 6: South Courtyard, Looking Northwest
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Figure 7: View from North of Western Avenue

Figure 8: View from Western Avenue East
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2.2

Energy Systems for the SEC Building

The IMPNF/NPC included a discussion of the facility that will supply hot water for heating,
chilled water for cooling, and electricity for building power for the SEC Building. The IMPNF/
NPC also noted that additional studies related to climate resiliency and district energy were
underway and that an alternative approach to providing energy to the SEC Building could
potentially be pursued:
This IMPNF/NPC assumes that the SEC includes a district energy facility and the
relevant technical analyses in this document (such as the noise impacts analysis)
evaluate the impacts of such a facility. The University is currently undertaking an
evaluation of climate resiliency and identifying specific risks for the buildings to be
constructed within Harvard’s campus in Allston. As part of this analysis, the cost of
resiliency, including the replacement cost of equipment that could potentially be
damaged and the downtime of facilities interrupted by mechanical failure, is being
considered.
Simultaneously, the University is taking a broader look at the strategy of district
energy in light of future growth associated not only with the institutional projects in
the IMP Area but with the future development of the enterprise research campus to
the east of the SEC. This evaluation includes options for optimizing the location of a
district energy facility that could potentially serve additional future growth.
If the results of the resiliency evaluation and the broader look at district energy
indicate that a different approach to providing energy to the SEC is appropriate, these
analyses will be updated in the IMP Amendment. (see IMPNF/NPC pages 12-14)
The results of these analyses have led Harvard to propose the removal of the energy facility
from the subsurface level of the SEC Building and the construction of an above-grade district
energy facility. This approach will alleviate the significant risks outlined in the resiliency
report and serve energy needs for the Ten-Year IMP program as well as future academic
buildings, and in the future potentially provide redundant support for some Harvard facilities
in Boston currently served by the Blackstone Plant in Cambridge. Concurrent with the
resiliency review, Harvard also recently finalized agreements with CSX relinquishing control
to Harvard of Allston Landing North. This transaction between CSX and Harvard provides
an opportunity for Harvard to propose relocating the DEF from a subsurface location to an
above-grade site on the west side of the proposed “East Drive.”
After considering several alternative locations, Harvard now proposes to locate the DEF
on the west side of the block fronting on the southern extension of “East Drive” located in
the Allston Landing North Economic Development Area Zoning District. The location of the
southern extension of “East Drive” is consistent with the current MassDOT and BRA planning
for roadways between Cambridge Street and Western Avenue that are part of the I-90
Interchange project. The specific site location will be coordinated with MassDOT.
Figure 9 depicts the location of the DEF in the Ten-Year Plan and Figure 10 depicts the
location of the DEF in the Long-Term Vision.
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Street
Harvard
North

SEC: 114
Western
Avenue

W estern Avenue

SEC
SEC:
District
Energy
Facility

Street
C ambridge

North

Harvard
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Figure 9: District Energy Facility Location in Ten-Year Plan

W estern Avenue
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District
Energy
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Street
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Figure 10: District Energy Facility Location in Long-Term Vision
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District Energy Facility Siting
The proposed DEF site was selected for the following reasons:
1. The site takes advantage of property in Allston Landing North over which Harvard
gained control after the filing of the IMPNF/NPC;
2. The site allows for maximum flexibility in terms of future energy needs, including
connections to the Blackstone Plant in Cambridge and accommodating future
growth;
3. The site is distant from existing residential neighborhoods, respecting
neighborhood concerns for proximity of such facilities; and
4. The site and building configuration are intended to minimize its impact on the
future Greenway.
In addition, the location of this facility is being coordinated with Harvard’s own thinking
about the future Greenway and the future Enterprise Research Campus. The DEF is a
permanent support facility and therefore its appearance and siting must complement future
development opportunities, including open space, academic buildings, and research and
development space. The rectangular configuration of the DEF and its siting along “East
Drive” are intended to minimize its presence along the future Greenway and to preserve
sufficient block depth to accommodate future development.
The DEF will be sited to extend along the western side of the alignment of the future
“East Drive” at the southern edge of the extension of “Science Drive.” Until “East Drive”
is constructed, the building will be reached via an interim access-way south of Western
Avenue. The narrow section of the building will face onto “Science Drive,” where the
building’s primary entrance will be located. The primary loading activity will occur within
an access-way on the west side of the building. Sufficient block depth will be preserved
to accommodate future development to the west of the DEF, providing significant visual
screening of the facility. Trees will line “East Drive” and “Science Drive” along the building’s
frontage. The building will be set back from the “East Drive” and “Science Drive” backof-sidewalk in order to sufficiently provide for foundation plantings. The DEF façade will
emphasize transparency along “East Drive” and “Science Drive”, showcasing the energy
equipment located within it. Mechanical equipment on the roof will be shielded by a
screening system around the rooftop perimeter. The building’s proximity to the future
Greenway will benefit from the natural drainage functions that the Greenway will provide,
and will link to the long term infrastructure corridors which will provide efficient routes for
energy that promise to sustain the build-out of the district.
Figure 11 depicts the siting considerations of the DEF within the Long-Term Vision.
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“East Drive”

Setback for foundation plantings and
street trees
District energy facility
footprint
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Figure 11: District Energy Facility Siting Considerations in Long-Term Vision
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District Energy Facility Elements
Serving the SEC Building with an above-grade DEF has the following attributes:
•

The DEF will primarily be comprised of district-scale mechanical and electrical
spaces that will house energy production and distribution equipment and systems
supporting the heating, cooling, and electric distribution needs of future buildings.

•

The facility will be up to approximately 47,000 square feet in size, consisting of
an approximately 44,000 square foot plant area and approximately 3,000 square
feet for a control room, plant office, bathrooms, storage, a training room, and
miscellaneous space. (This is comparable in size to the space that had been
allocated for the energy facility in the subsurface level of the SEC.)

•

The building will have a footprint of approximately 34,000 square feet and will be
approximately 46 feet in height.

•

The DEF will have space to expand and serve the heat-energy and chilled water for
the Ten-Year IMP and future academic buildings and electricity for the Ten-Year IMP
academic buildings.

•

The facility is planned to be constructed at one time, with equipment installed in
phases to meet current and near-term needs.

•

The building will be resilient to projected storm-surge/climate change flooding
impacts (e.g., 4 to 5 feet above-grade, slab-on-grade construction, and hot water
distribution rather than steam distribution, which can be vulnerable to extreme
flooding events).

•

There will be five parking spaces for Harvard and vendor service vehicles.

Figure 12 depicts a conceptual rendering of the DEF.

Location of viewpoint
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2.3

Urban Design Context

The IMPNF/NPC included text and graphics describing the urban design goals of the Project
and the Project’s relationship to the University’s IMP. As described in the IMPNF/NPC, the
design of the SEC Building reinforces the key principles and goals of the IMP. While the
building is institutional and research-focused by nature, the design approach reflects a
broader commitment to the larger Harvard, Allston, and Boston community, as well as long
term sustainability goals consistent with the IMP.
Engaging and activating Western Avenue will be accomplished through the SEC Building’s
pedestrian-scale massing and materials strategy, an active and publicly accessible ground
floor, and a vibrant streetscape. Ground floor uses such as the atrium and cafeteria/lounges
promote a sense of community and contribute vibrancy to the neighborhood. The BRA’s
Scoping Determination requested additional graphics depicting the area context. Figure 13
shows the Project located within a broader area, from Barry’s Corner to Hague Street, and
Figure 14 and Figure 15 show aerial renderings of the Project in the Ten-Year Plan and LongTerm Vision, respectively.

Harvard

Street

The Project also includes the introduction of new streets, “Academic Way,” “Stadium Way,”
and “Science Drive,” which are consistent with the IMP and which begin to establish a
road network that will be continued with future development. As requested in the BRA’s
Scoping Determination, further descriptions of site area circulation are addressed in 3.2,
Transportation.
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Figure 13: Urban Design Context
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Figure 14: Proposed SEC Project in Context of Ten-Year Plan

Figure 15: Proposed SEC Project in Context of Long-Term Vision
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2.4

Landscape Systems and the Greenway

In response to requests for clarification on the surrounding future context for the
Project, and specifically in relation to the Greenway, this section outlines the Greenway
as envisioned in the 2013 IMP document’s Long-Term Vision, as well as in more recent
planning including the Greenway Planning Memo submitted to the BRA by Harvard in
December 2014.
The first portion of the Greenway to be implemented will be Rena Park in 2016, followed by
improvements along “Science Drive” between “Academic Way” and Rotterdam Street to be
constructed as part of the Project. As described in the December 2014 Greenway Planning
Memo, the ultimate timeline for implementation of additional segments is influenced by a
number a factors including site control, construction of streets and infrastructure, and the
completion of adjacent projects which will improve the safety and security of the area.
Greenway
As described in Harvard’s 2013 IMP and as depicted in Figure 16, the Long-Term Vision of
this area includes a future Greenway, which is a complex linear working landscape. The
Greenway organizes adjacent urban design, infrastructure, sustainability, and open space
aspects of the University’s Long-Term Vision for the area’s development. Contributing to
long-term sustainability, the location and shape of the proposed Greenway will build on
existing open space, urban design, circulation, and utility and drainage systems.
MULTI-USE PATH

CROSSING

VARIABLE FRONTAGE

28’ ROAD BED

UTILITIES DUCT BANK
STORMWATER DETENTION,
TREATMENT + INFILTRATION:
25’-40’ WIDE; 2’ DEEP;
1’ DETENTION; 1’ FREEBOARD
COLLECTED ROOF STORMWATER PIPE
STORMWATER

OVERFLOW TO
STORM SYSTEM

Figure 16: Long-Term Greenway Illustrative Plan and Cross Section (2013 IMP)
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Open Space Context and Connections
As shown in Figure 17, in Greenway planning, a number of nearby open spaces have been
carefully considered in relation to the area’s open space context:
•

Charles River Reservation

•

Smith Playground

•

Barry’s Corner Grove

•

Rena Park

•

Ray Mellone Park

•

Hooker-Sorrento Park

•

Harvard Business School Central Green

Charles river
reservation
Charles river
reservation

Central Green

smith
PlayGround

Grove
Planned Greenway

rena Park
mellone Park
Hooker-Sorrento
Park

Figure 17: Open Space Network
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Greenway Implementation
Like all high-performance urban landscape projects, the Greenway will evolve through
adaptation and adjustment over time. Today, except for the upcoming improvements to
the proposed Rena Park, the sites that will make up the future Greenway are now primarily
paved, displaying degraded urban fill conditions in many areas. The IMP includes the
Greenway in the Long-Term Vision, rather than the Ten-Year Plan because the timeline for
full completion of the Greenway relies upon a number of factors.
The first portion of the Greenway to be implemented will be Rena Park in 2016, followed by
improvements along “Science Drive” between “Academic Way” and Rotterdam Street to be
constructed as part of the Project. Harvard will look for further opportunities to implement
portions of the Greenway with future projects as a part of the future Enterprise Research
Campus build-out.
A number of ongoing planning processes will need to be resolved in concert with
finalization of the Greenway design and implementation strategy. These include the
following:
Nearby Building Projects
Segments that comprise the Greenway ideally should be created as buildings are developed
along the length of the Greenway. One parcel which is likely to be developed during the
Ten-Year IMP is the Hotel and Conference Center. Development of this project would
incorporate another piece into the Greenway connection. Similar portions will be created as
projects come on-line.
Area-Wide Infrastructure Planning
Planning for infrastructure systems that will serve the Enterprise Research Campus remains
in a preliminary stage. As a result, the final layout and infrastructural functions, such as
stormwater retention, utility corridor, and circulation of the Greenway have not yet been
fully defined. Collaboration with MassDOT is required as the I-90 Interchange and Western
Avenue Bridge projects move forward. Both projects greatly impact the context in which
this area is developed through potential new or altered street and river connections.
Environmental Remediation
A portion of the future Greenway will pass through the parcel known as Allston Landing
North (also known as the Romar Parcel). This parcel had been encumbered by CSX’s
perpetual exclusive railroad easement, but recently CSX relinquished to Harvard these
easement rights. In the near-term, CSX still has to complete environmental remediation of
Allston Landing North.
Resiliency Planning
Recent Harvard research regarding the need to anticipate climate change is resulting in
ongoing Harvard planning that may bear on the ultimate design of the Greenway.
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Planning and Design Considerations
Keeping the many evolving conditions and processes in mind, Greenway planning will unfold
as a collaboration between Harvard, the BRA, and the community as decisions are made
surrounding the future context for this area.
A number of important design issues shape ongoing Greenway planning. Key considerations
include the following:
Greenway Continuity
The currently proposed Greenway configuration establishes the landscape corridor in two
sections that are not entirely aligned. The section west of the future “Stadium Way” sits
further to the south than does the section to the east of “Stadium Way”, impacting ease of
navigation and sight lines.
“Stadium Way” Crossing
The Greenway’s east-west crossing of “Stadium Way” involves a potentially challenging
diagonal movement that also includes an extra crossing of the future “Science Drive.”
Greenway Frontage
The Greenway position provides for active building frontage along its southern edge on the
future “Science Drive,” but its northern edge abuts buildings whose primary face will be
on Western Avenue. Establishing an active edge on the north edge of the Greenway is an
important urban design consideration.
Transit Interface
Planning for a transit stop on “Stadium Way” in the vicinity of the Greenway is complicated
by the Greenway’s two-section composition described above, where the Greenway shifts
from a more northerly to a more southerly alignment at “Stadium Way.”
Eastern Terminus
Establishing a legible terminus at the east end of the Greenway may prove to be challenging
due to the busy “East Drive” and Genzyme building beyond.
Western Avenue Corridor
The currently proposed Greenway is only one block south of the Western Avenue corridor,
a future focus of pedestrian, bicycle, public realm, and stormwater resources that could be
redundant with that of the Greenway.
114 Western Avenue Footprint
The existing 114 Western Avenue building is now part of the Project, and so it is not
expected to be removed in the near future. However, a portion of the building is located
within the proposed footprint of the Greenway as identified in the 2013 IMP Long-Term
Vision.
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2.5

Project Schedule

The Project schedule calls for modifications to the existing below-grade structure of the
SEC Building to begin in the spring of 2016 and construction of the above-grade steel
framework to begin in the fall of 2016. Based on the current schedule, the SEC Building will
be occupied in the fall of 2020.
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3.0 Anticipated Impacts
3.1

Introduction

As required by Article 80, the IMPNF/NPC includes discussion and analysis of the Project’s
impacts, including transportation, shadow, daylight, noise, sustainability, and construction
period impacts. The BRA’s Scoping Determination and comment letters request additional
information on many of these areas, and these are discussed in the following sections.

3.2

Transportation

The IMPNF/NPC describes the transportation characteristics of the Project. The BRA
Scoping Determination also directs Harvard to:
•

Discuss the anticipated hours of each use, intensity of use by students, faculty,
staff, and visitors, and the potential impact of these uses on pedestrian and student
activity in the area around the site and more generally in the neighborhoods
surrounding the Project.

•

Provide any updates of Harvard’s existing transportation and parking policies and
impacts resulting from the Project. In particular, the IMP Amendment should
describe anticipated parking demand and supply following the full build-out of the
Science and Engineering Complex site (i.e., second phase) and replacement of the
surface parking to the south of 114 Western Avenue with the Greenway.

•

Meet with the BRA and the Boston Transportation Department (BTD) to explore the
feasibility of improving the cycle track on Western Avenue to accommodate travel
in both directions, as well as other potential improvements to the area’s bicycle
infrastructure.

The BRA also recommended that Harvard “set up a meeting with the Boston Transportation
Department to discuss the IMP Amendment submission requirements and requested
analysis” and directed Harvard to provide additional information about site circulation.
This section provides additional information about these topics to supplement the
transportation analysis presented in the IMPNF/NPC.
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BTD Meeting
On January 14, 2016, representatives of the University and their consultant, VHB, Inc.,
met with BTD and BRA staff to discuss the IMP Amendment submission requirements
and requested analysis. This discussion confirmed the analysis that is described below
and outlined next steps to develop and review the Project roadway and transportation
infrastructure improvements that are shown in Figure 18 and described in this section.
Prior to submitting 30-percent design plans for the proposed transportation improvements,
Harvard will meet with representatives from BTD, BRA, Boston Public Works Department
(BPWD), and Public Improvement Commission (PIC) to review the current concept plans,
discuss design options and develop a review schedule for future submittals. This will include
an evaluation of the potential for traffic signal control at the intersection of “Academic Way”
with North Harvard Street and with Western Avenue, particularly to address anticipated
pedestrian and bicycle flows at these intersections.
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Intensity of Use
The majority of Project users are expected to use the SEC Building during the hours
of course scheduling, which occur on weekdays from 8:45 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. during
the academic year. Current estimates for daily users among these groups are 600
undergraduate students, 500 graduate/PhD students, and 110 faculty members.
Researchers (estimated to be 550 per day) are expected from late morning to late evening,
11 a.m. to 10 p.m. throughout the year. Staff and individuals from the Wyss Institute are
expected at the SEC from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., following typical workday patterns.
Most occupants will be focused on uses within the building, in classrooms, lecture halls
and research labs. There are limited large group events that may be held outdoors, such as
graduation, which would utilize the courtyard.
The SEC Building doors will be unlocked and the ground floor will be open to the public from
7 a.m. to 7 p.m. weekdays. After hours and on weekends will require a Harvard ID to access
the building. The SEC Building courtyard will be open to the public and security will be
provided by the Harvard University Police Department.
Daily activity of SEC Building users is expected to bring positive activity to Western Avenue
and the surrounding area. Nighttime activity is expected to be minimal and will likely have
little impact on the neighborhood. Evening occupants will include researchers, student
study groups, and Division of Continuing Education populations.
Existing Conditions Updates
The IMPNF/NPC described Harvard’s parking and Transportation Demand Management
(TDM) programs and provides an evaluation of the impacts of the Project within the context
of the analysis that was prepared for the 2013 IMP. The 2013 IMP provides a detailed and
comprehensive transportation analysis of the projects included in the Ten-Year Plan of the
IMP. There are no updates to the analysis to report since the IMPNF/NPC.
Future Parking Conditions
The IMPNF/NPC indicates that the Project will provide 275 total parking spaces in two
surface lots adjacent to and south of 114 Western Avenue. One of these lots, which would
accommodate approximately 155 parking spaces, is located on the site of the proposed
Greenway that was described as part of the 2013 IMP Long-Term Vision. Harvard will
assess the status of this parking lot as part of the future planning for the Greenway and
relocate the parking to a suitable location within the IMP Area or Allston Landing North, if
appropriate, when this portion of the Greenway is ready for construction.
At this time, there are no plans for development on the southern portion of the SEC Building
site. Harvard will assess the potential parking demand when plans for the use of this
portion of the site are known and, at that time, identify appropriate parking supply options.
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Bicycle Infrastructure
Figure 19 illustrates the future bicycle network that will serve the Project when it opens,
including recently completed improvements to the Weeks Bridge, the new bike path along
South Campus Drive, and the new cycle track on Western Avenue in Cambridge, as well as
the bike lanes on the Anderson Bridge that will be completed in 2016. As described in the
IMPNF/NPC and shown on Figure 19, the Project will:
•

Enhance the eastbound cycle track on the southern side of Western Avenue in
front of the site and create a new westbound cycle track on the northern side of
Western Avenue in front of the site that will be buffered from traffic by parking
lanes and raised curbs;

•

Provide a new bicycle path next to “Stadium Way” on the block between
Rotterdam Street and Western Avenue; and

•

Provide secure/covered bicycle parking that will be conveniently located near the
building entrances.

Prior to recent construction activity on Western Avenue, the existing bicycle infrastructure
in front of the site included an eastbound cycle track with floating parking lane and
a westbound bike lane. Harvard will work with BTD to refine this design including its
transitions to adjacent bike facilities and to explore opportunities to create buffered bike
lanes to the east of the site within the existing right of way.
Harvard will also work with BTD to refine the designs for “Academic Way” to provide new
bicycle facilities to connect North Harvard Street with the SEC Building and establish a clear
bicycle link between Rena Park and the multi-use path along South Campus Drive that leads
to Smith Playground.
Other improvements to the area’s bicycle infrastructure that are in planning would
be implemented after the opening of the SEC. MassDOT has proposed new bicycle
infrastructure as part of its Allston Interchange project including cycle tracks on Cambridge
Street and other new streets north of the interchange as well as enhancements to the
Paul Dudley White Path that potentially widen the bike path and provide a new gateway
connection south of Cambridge Street. As part of its evaluation of “Stadium Way,” Harvard
proposed a new north-south bicycle path along “Stadium Way” that would connect the
Project to the proposed West Station and new MassDOT bicycle infrastructure and other
new streets.
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Bicycle Parking
The IMPNF/NPC indicated that the Project would include 400 secure/covered bicycle
parking spaces and 100 or more outdoor parking spaces. The outdoor bike parking is
located along the perimeter of the SEC Building and 114 Western Avenue near building
entrances.
The site plan shown in Figure 20 illustrates two locations that have been identified for the
secure/covered parking: one along “Academic Way” at the western side of the building and
the other in a triangular area next to 114 Western Avenue. These locations are convenient
to building entrances. Showers will be located on the ground floor of 114 Western Avenue
next to the proposed bike parking area on Level A and Level C of the SEC Building near the
eastern elevator core.
Harvard is also investigating opportunities to augment the bike parking at the 114 Western
Avenue triangle with other bicycle amenities (e.g., bike repair station, Hubway) as part of
a Mobility Hub that would serve the SEC. (The Mobility Hub concept was introduced in
the 2013 IMP.) Other mobility options within close proximity to this location will include
MBTA bus service, Harvard shuttle services, ZipCars, electric vehicle charging stations, and
monitors providing transportation information. The provision and organization of these
mobility options will be part of Harvard’s commitment to encourage the use of nonvehicular transportation at the Project and the campus development in Allston.
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Vehicular Circulation
The construction of “Academic Way,” “Science Drive,” and “Stadium Way” and the
enhancements to the sections of Western Avenue in front of the site will improve local
circulation and accommodate the multi-modal needs of the SEC. These streets, which
will be designed using Boston’s Complete Streets Guidelines, will also replace the existing
driveways that provide access to and egress from 28 Travis Street. The function of the
existing Western Avenue driveway will be replaced by “Stadium Way” and the function
of the existing Rotterdam Street driveway will be replaced by “Science Drive.” Figure 21
illustrates the vehicular circulation patterns of these streets.
Figure 21 also shows the SEC Building loading dock driveway located on “Science Drive.”
This street will also provide the primary access and egress route for buses and trucks, at 28
Travis Street. These vehicles will use Rotterdam Street to connect with Western Avenue at
the signalized Hague Street intersection. Buses and trucks will be prohibited from traveling
on Rotterdam Street and Windom Street to the south of “Science Drive.” Existing signage
will be updated as necessary at this intersection.
“Academic Way” will provide secondary access to the SEC Building loading docks and the
28 Travis Street bus/truck lot. It will also provide a connection into the parking lot on the
northern side of 28 Travis Street near the southern end of the SEC Building.
Harvard will work with the City to update the existing signage plan and determine the
appropriate design and location for directional signage to the 28 Travis parking lot. It is
anticipated that this signage would be located on Western Avenue at “Academic Way” and
the design of this signage would be consistent with the previously implemented directional
signage.
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3.3

Wind

The IMPNF/NPC included an initial analysis of the potential wind impacts from the SEC
Building. As discussed at the City Agency Scoping Meeting on December 1, 2015, the full
wind tunnel testing will be done during the Design Development phase of the Project and
these results will be shared with the BRA design staff.
However, in the interim, the design team and its wind consultant, CPP Wind Engineering,
conducted a computer simulation study to identify areas that will require more detailed
study in the wind tunnel test. The results of this computer simulation study are discussed in
the following sections.
Pedestrian Comfort
SEC Courtyard
As shown in Figure 22, the SEC Building’s courtyard space is sheltered from the
northwesterly and northeasterly winds but exposed to southeasterly through southwesterly
winds. For a spring graduation ceremony, temporary shelter may be needed to protect
from these wind directions.
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Figure 22: Courtyard Wind Analysis
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Entrances
As shown Figure 23, the entrances to the SEC Building on Western Avenue are exposed to
the northwesterly and northeasterly winds of concern. However, the irregular shape of the
building and the inset at each entrance location may limit the effect of down-washed winds
being accelerated at these locations. In addition, the landscape design is being looked at as
a means to mitigate wind impacts at the SEC Building entrances.
The central entrance to the SEC Building on Western Avenue and the central entrance from
the courtyard are set back into the building massing and are likely to be well protected most
of the time.
The building entrance near the southeast corner, may be exposed to easterly and
northeasterly winds down-washing on the east elevation and accelerating around the
corner.
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Western Avenue
As shown in Figure 24, the sidewalk along Western Avenue has the potential to be
exposed to northwesterly and northeasterly and westerly winds being down-washed and
accelerating around the building corners. If present, these accelerated flow areas may be
small and limited to the extreme east and west ends due to the setback/break in the façade
near the building center. This will be studied in more detail in the wind tunnel.
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114 Western Avenue
As shown in Figure 25, the sidewalk along Western Avenue has the potential to be exposed
to northwesterly and northeasterly winds. Only the western most door would likely be
affected (by the northwesterly winds). The trees envisioned for the Project’s landscape
plan, if large enough, are likely to provide adequate protection.
The winds of concern for the west elevation are primarily northwesterly and southwesterly
winds being down-washed and accelerating around the building corners. Only the northern
most door would likely be affected (by the southwesterly winds), though accelerated flows
at the southern corner sidewalk may also occur.
The south elevation doors may be exposed to unobstructed southwesterly winds. However,
the setback indicated in the figure will reduce potential for impact from these winds.
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3.4

Stormwater

72-Inch Drain Line
The 2013 IMP concluded that the capacity of Boston Water and Sewer Commission (BWSC)
storm drainage systems serving the Allston campus and individual project sites are expected
to be adequate to meet future project demands due to the planned reduction in impervious
areas and the installation of green infrastructure. Over the past several years, Harvard
has constructed new drainage facilities in the area, including new 12- to 36-inch drains
in Western Avenue, a 72-inch drain in the roadways around the perimeter of the Science
Project, and stormwater management facilities in Ray Mellone Park, including a grassed
channel and leaching manhole. In addition, Harvard recently replaced and upgraded a
BWSC-owned drain line that had collapsed in the area known as Rena Park. This involved
installing a new 72-inch drain between North Harvard Street eastward to the SEC Building
foundation.
The BWSC comment letter on the IMPNF/NPC indicates that “(t)he 72-inch drain on the
(SEC) site currently connects to what is referred to as the “Shepard Brook” drain. The
Shepard Brook drain was constructed by Harvard University. The drain originates near 135
Western Avenue, extends northward across the Harvard campus to Soldiers Field Road and
then discharges to the Charles River at outfall 26G001.” BWSC also indicated that,
“(t)he Shepard Brook drain is inadequately sized and constricts flow coming from the 72inch (SEC) drain and the Commission’s drainage system further upstream, causing backups
and flooding.”
Prior to the 2013 IMP, Harvard had proposed to redirect the stormwater flow down the
south side of Western Avenue and separate it from the drainage areas north of Western
Avenue that are also served by the Shepard Brook drain. The 2013 IMP identified the
opportunity to align the extension of the 72-inch line within the proposed Greenway that
would be developed as part of the Long-Term Vision for the IMP Area.
In 2010, Harvard’s Allston Work Team recommended that the University “(o)ver a longerterm horizon, develop an Enterprise Research Campus (ERC) in Allston Landing North,
creating a gateway to a collaborative community for business, investment capital, research,
and science development.” The 2013 IMP included the ERC as part of the Long-term
Vision that was shown for the area between Western Avenue and Cambridge Street (i.e.,
“Allston Landing North”). Unlike the Ten-Year Plan, the Long-Term Vision did not include
infrastructure plans.
Since the 2013 IMP was approved, the Massachusetts Department of Transportation
(“MassDOT”) has proposed and planned improvements to the Allston Interchange that
would significantly alter infrastructure in the area. This project creates the opportunity
to approach the planning for the ERC and the resolution of the 72-inch stormwater line
alignment with a comprehensive district approach, similar to efforts the BWSC had pursued
in the South Boston Waterfront in coordination with the construction of the Seaport Access
Road and Ted Williams Tunnel in the 1990s.
Harvard will work with the BWSC to develop a district stormwater plan for the ERC that will
use the 72-inch line as the main collector for the ERC as well as serving other sections of
Allston as previously considered. The plan will evaluate alternative north-south alignments,
such as “Cattle Drive,” to connect the 72-inch line to an existing or potentially new outfall
south of Western Avenue. Harvard will work with BWSC to coordinate the development of
the district stormwater plan with the ongoing MassDOT planning of the Allston Interchange
project.
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Other Water, Sewer, and Stormwater Issues
The IMPNF/NPC includes an overview of the Project’s water, sewer, and stormwater
impacts. Additional information, including responses to comment letters from BWSC and
the Charles River Watershed Association, are included in Chapter 5, Response to Comments.

3.5

Climate Resilience

As described in more detail in Chapter 2, Project Description, the IMPNF/NPC noted that
studies related to climate resiliency and district energy were underway and that alternative
approaches to providing energy to the SEC Building might be pursued. One of the critical
studies was the location of the district energy facility which was to provide hot water for
heating, chilled water for cooling, and electricity for building power for the SEC Building,
as well as to serve as a distribution point for the Allston area of Harvard’s campus. The
architectural and mechanical/electrical review of the SEC Building revealed a number of
possible points of failure given potential surge values for future storms.
The lowest point is the loading dock ramp which is at 16.5’ Boston City Base (BCB) (10.04’
North American Vertical Datum (NAVD) in elevation and would allow for direct flow of water
from storm surge into the subsurface level of the building through various points of access.
Other points of access are a few feet higher, from 19.5’ BCB (13.04’ NAVD) (light wells) to
20.5’ BCB (14.04’ NAVD) exterior stairs). The previously proposed location of the DEF facility
below-grade mean that the impacts to the DEF due to any flooding into that area would
be substantial not only in terms of costs of damage, but also potentially in terms of loss of
use of a portion of the campus for an extended period during repair and replacement of
equipment. The repair of damaged equipment or full scale replacement and installation
of new equipment would be significantly complicated by a regional event of significant
magnitude.
Harvard’s consulting project team (led by Parson Brinkerhoff) performed a detailed
resiliency analysis of the SEC Building, which, at the time of the analysis, was planned to
house the DEF in the lower levels of the building. The major risk to the subsurface facility
was identified to be future flooding associated with storm surge and sea level rise. Since
the SEC Building is programmed to house research functions, as well as the energy supply
for the future build-out of the Allston campus, the disruption associated with the loss of the
energy facility in the building would impact both the critical research programs within the
SEC Building and operations in other facilities the DEF would serve.
The report recommended that Harvard review alternative locations for the energy facility
where critical elements would be located above future flood levels. Based on this analysis
– and as is discussed in more detail in Chapter 2, Project Description - the University is
proposing to construct an above grade district energy facility on a parcel of land located
east of the SEC Building on the west side of the proposed “East Drive.” As a newly
constructed, above grace facility, the DEF will be built such that critical elements will be
located above future flood levels. The elevation of the facility will be determined based on
the predictive models used for this project. Based on a 1,000 year storm in 2070 or 2100,
the base flood elevation for the building should be 18.56’ BCB (12.1’ NAVD). The design of
the SEC Building will take prudent measures to protect the remaining below-grade facilities
from flooding using both active and passive measures.
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3.6

Security and Lighting

Street lights will line the streets surrounding the SEC Building to provide lighting for night
visibility on both streets and pedestrian ways.
While there is not generally expected to be activity in the SEC Building’s courtyard at
night, ample lighting will be provided there and lights will remain lit through the night, and
Harvard University Police Department will patrol the site.
Eleven security call boxes throughout the site are available to directly call Harvard University
Police in the event of an emergency.
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4.0 Community Benefits
and Economic Development
4.1

Economic Development

Strategies for Allston
Harvard University is part of a coalition of community partners that are driven to improve
the identity of Western Avenue and to provide a robust local business environment. The
Harvard-funded Workforce and Economic Development Advisory Board was formed to
develop new community-based strategies for economic development and coordination
with local business partners. Harvard Business School’s Innovation Lab is a collaboration
and education space that has spawned exciting new business and technology ventures,
and will grow Allston-Brighton’s reputation as a locus for entrepreneurialism and startup
development.
Educational and Workforce Opportunities for Boston Residents
Harvard University offers a wide array of educational and workforce development
opportunities, highlighted in detail in the 2015 Annual Report on Harvard University’s
Cooperation Agreements with the City of Boston. Harvard University has forged meaningful
partnerships with local Boston Public Schools, opened the doors of an expanded and
relocated Harvard Ed Portal, and offered workforce development programs that give Boston
residents the skills to be job-ready in a 21st century economy. In addition to educational
programming and mentoring for Boston students, there is a wide-ranging array of public
health offerings and educational resources available through Harvard Medical School,
Harvard School of Dental Medicine, the Harvard T. H. Chan School of Public Health, and
Harvard Business School.
Workforce Needs of SEC Project
The Project will include a range of occupants – mainly students, faculty, staff, and
researchers. The vast majority of these building users will be relocated from the Cambridge
campus. To the extent that new permanent jobs are created by the Project, this hiring
will be coordinated through the Workforce and Economic Development Advisory Board
mentioned above.
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4.2

Community Benefits

Harvard University enjoys a valued and longtime partnership with the Allston-Brighton
community and has prepared a comprehensive community benefits update. This update
was summarized in the IMPNF/NPC and is available in full at: http://community.harvard.
edu/sites/default/files/BostonCooperationAgreement2015.pdf
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5.0 Responses to Comments
5.1

Comment Letters

The BRA’s Scoping Determination requested that the IMP Amendment includes responses
to each of the comment letters submitted during the public comment period on the IMPNF/
NPC. This section includes annotated copies of the comment letters followed by responses
to each of the issues raised in the letters.
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---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Amy Mahler <amy.mahler@boston.gov>
Date: Thu, Dec 10, 2015 at 4:20 PM
Subject: Re: REMINDER: Harvard Science and Engineering Complex IMPNF/NPC comment
deadline
To: Katelyn Sullivan <katelyn.sullivan@boston.gov>
Hi Katelyn,
15
16

Regarding the Science and Engineering building, I am fine with the proposal but just want to
voice community concerns regarding insufficient bike racks and tracks and a strong desire for
security and lighting. The neighborhood wants this area to be a safe and secure part of the Lower
Allston community and I certainly support that.
Best,
Amy Mahler
Allston & Brighton Neighborhood Coordinator
Mayor's Office of Neighborhood Services
Boston City Hall, Rm. 805
Boston, MA 02201
617-635-2678
For all constituent service issues please call Boston 311.
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MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:

Katelyn Sullivan, Project Manager
David Grissino, Senior Architect/Urban Designer
December 10, 2015
Harvard University Allston Campus
Science and Engineering Complex
Institutional Master Plan Notification Form and Notice of Project Change

URBAN DESIGN COMMENTS
Background
In November 2015, Harvard University submitted an Institutional Master Plan Notification
Form and Notice of Project Change (IMPNF/NPC) for the Science and Engineering Complex
located on Western Avenue. The project was originally proposed and permitted in 2007 as the
Harvard Allston Science Complex.
After a lengthy delay, we are excited that redevelopment of the site is moving forward and
offer the following urban design comments. In response to these comments, supplemental
information should be submitted in order to provide enough information to evaluate the
projects as proposed. Details of submission requirements are outlined in this memorandum.
Institutional Master Plan and Building Design
Campus organization and relationship to the surrounding community
The IMPNF/NPC recognizes that, due to the changes in the neighborhood since 2007, the
project can be seen “…in the context of future development and institutional activities rather
than as a stand-alone project”. Additional diagrams should therefore be provided which
describe the relationship between the development of this site and the areas immediately
adjacent to it.
A site plan which extends to Barry’s Corner to the west and the iLab to the east should be
submitted which shows the major points of entry to existing and proposed projects, including
the recently proposed “Wet iLab”. The interim conditions on the old Charlesview site should
be included in this plan.
With the recent opening of 28 Travis Street, a new access point was created along Western
Avenue to provide staff and visitor vehicular access to the building. Service vehicles were
directed to use Rotterdam Street to access the loading and service bays and signage was
created to guide vehicles to the right locations. A detailed site plan which clearly describes
how the two sites will operate and a strategy for directional signage along both Western

17

18
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Avenue and Rotterdam Street should be submitted.
19

20

Currently, planning is underway for the creation of Rena Park and the provision of enhanced
pedestrian and bike facilities between North Cambridge Street, Western Avenue, and the
Charles River via the “greenway” described in Harvard’s Institutional Master Plan. A detailed
site plan should outline the location and scale of pedestrian and bicycle accommodations
along Science Drive, Rotterdam Street, and Stadium Way, as well as describe the connection
to Rena Park and points west of the site.
The parking area located to the south of 114 Western Avenue sits on land reserved for the
greenway. Narrative must be submitted which describes the strategy for addressing the
parking needs for the project once the parking area has been removed with the construction of
the greenway and the full build-out of the science site.
On November 20, 2015, Harvard submitted a 25 percent design status report for Stadium
Way. Given the concurrent planning studies as part of the I-90 Allston Interchange project
administered by MassDOT, additional study of the roadway will be necessary as the project
advances into Design Development.
Architectural Design
The massing and design of the building’s exterior will be an exciting addition to Western
Avenue and assist in the continue transformation of the street from a vehicular oriented
environment to one which is focused on the pedestrian experience. In order to fulfill its
potential, the lower floors should remain transparent as the design progresses and the ground
floor uses should remain as accessible as possible, both directly and visually.
The exterior façade is a complex system of screening elements which are critical to the energy
performance of the building. They also will provide the most distinct and recognizable feature
of the building when seen from Western Avenue and other point throughout the area. The
cladding system provides a scaling element and adds visual interest which breaks up the mass
of the building. Any modification to this system during design development must be
submitted for review and it is recommended that the project formally submit documents for
Design Development Review as outlined in the BRA Development Review Guidelines.
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BRA MEMORANDUM
TO:

Katelyn Sullivan

FROM:

Katie Pedersen

DATE:

December 14, 2015

RE:

Science and Engineering Complex (SEC)
Harvard’s John A. Paulson School of Engineering and Applied Sciences
(SEAS)
Institutional Master Plan Notification Form/Notice of Project Change
I have reviewed the Institutional Master Plan Notification Form/Notice of Project Change
(the “IMPNF/NPC”) for the First Amendment to Harvard University’s Campus in
Allston, dated November 2015 and submit the following comments for the
Environmental Protection component. The President and Fellows of Harvard College
(“Harvard” or “Harvard University”), through the Office of Executive Vice President (the
“Proponent”) are proposing the construction of a 496,850 square foot (sf) Science and
Engineering Complex, the renovation and reuse of the existing 114 Western Avenue
(27,500 sf of office/other institutional uses), 275 total parking spaces (178 existing
surface and 97 new surface) to be located in North Allston on the southerly side of
Western Avenue, east of the intersection of Western Avenue and North Harvard Street,
and east of Travis Street (the “Proposed Project”).
Wind
The Proponent has stated that an initial review of the pedestrian level wind impacts was
conducted in and around the Proposed Project site, in particular analyzing the potential
impacts of the construction of the Science and Engineering Complex. The Proponent
further stated that as the Proposed Project design advances, the Proposed Project team
will conduct a quantitative (wind tunnel) analysis.

21

The wind tunnel analysis shall be conducted for both the existing (no-build) as well as the
build conditions. In addition, the analysis shall include all public and other areas of
pedestrian use, including entrances to adjacent buildings, sidewalks, and pedestrian
walkways adjacent to and in the vicinity of the Proposed Project buildings as well as
existing and proposed open spaces in the vicinity of the Proposed Project.
Shadow
The Proponent conducted a shadow analysis for both existing and build conditions for the
hours of 9:00 a.m., 12:00 noon, 3:00 p.m. for the vernal equinox (March 21), summer
solstice (June 21), autumnal equinox (September 21), and winter solstice (December 21)
and 6:00 p.m. in the summer and the fall and included the results in the IMPNF/NPC.
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The shadow impact analysis included net new shadow as well as existing shadow and
illustrated the anticipated incremental impact of the Proposed Project buildings and
focused on open spaces and major pedestrian areas in the vicinity of the Proposed Project
site.
The Proponent stated that the Proposed Project is anticipated to create new shadow,
however, the Proposed Project design includes building setbacks which the Proponent has
stated will limit the new shadow, primarily to the areas immediately surrounding the
Proposed Project site and in particular Western Avenue. The Proponent further stated that
the Proposed Project is anticipated to have a limited shadow impact on the central
courtyard and no new shadow will be cast onto nearby public spaces or residential
buildings. Accordingly, no further study is required.
Daylight
(Please refer to Urban Design’s comments)
Solar Glare
The Proponent has stated that the Proposed Project design is not anticipated to include
significant areas reflective glass or other reflective materials. However, should the
Proposed Project design change and incorporate substantial glass-facades (reflective
glass), a solar glare analysis shall be required. The analysis shall measure potential
reflective glare from the buildings onto potentially affected streets and public open spaces
and sidewalk areas in order to determine the likelihood of visual impairment or
discomfort due to reflective spot glare. Mitigation measures to eliminate any adverse
reflective glare shall be identified.
Air Quality
The Proponent stated that an air quality analysis was conducted, so as to determine the
anticipated impact of pollutant emissions from mobile sources anticipated to be generated
by the Proposed Project. In particular, a microscale analysis was performed to evaluate
the potential air quality impacts of carbon monoxide (CO) resulting from traffic flow in
and around the Proposed Project. The Proponent further stated that any new stationary
sources will be reviewed by the Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection
(MassDEP) during permitting under the Environmental Results Program (ERP).
The results of the microscale analysis demonstrate that all predicted CO concentrations
will fall below the one-hour and eight-hour National Ambient Air Quality Standards
(NAAQS). As a result, the Proponent has demonstrated that the Proposed Project is not
anticipated to have adverse air quality impacts, resulting from increased traffic in the
Proposed Project area.
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Noise
The Proponent stated that a noise analysis was conducted to evaluate the noise impacts
likely to be created by the Proposed Project. The Proponent further stated that the
analysis included both existing noise levels at the Proposed Project site as well as future
noise levels (which included the mechanical equipment).
The results of the noise analysis demonstrate that the Proposed Project is designed to be
in compliance with the sound level limits set by the Massachusetts DEP Noise Policy,
City of Boston Noise Regulations, and HUD’s Residential Site Acceptability Standards.
No further study shall be required however, should the Proposed Project design change,
the Proponent shall be required to demonstrate conformance with all applicable Federal,
State and City rules and regulations.
Sustainable Design/Green Buildings
(Please see the Interagency Green Building Committee (IGBC) Article 37 Comment
Letter)
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Gerald Autler
Senior Prroject Manager/Plannerr
Boston Redevelopme
R
ent Authoritty
One City Hall Square
Boston, MA
M 02201
RE: Harvvard Allston Science Co
omplex Plan Notification Form (IM
MPNF) and N
Notice of Prroject
change (NPC)
Dear Mr.. Autler:
Charles River
R
Watersshed Associaation (CRWA
A) has review
wed the IMPPNF and NPC
C filed by Harvard
Universitty (proponen
nt) and subm
mits the following comm
ments to help the BRA w
with the onggoing
review process. CRW
WA is concern
ned about th
he lack of a comprehenssive framew
work for anallyzing
the cumu
ulative impaacts of the vaarious projects already uunderway or in the pipeeline, both w
within
and outsside the pu
urview of th
he IMP. In particular, at a minim
mum, the prroponent sh
hould
coordinate the building of the Sccience comp
plex with DO
OT’s I‐90 reco
onstruction (2018‐2024
4) and
the Hote
el & Confere
ence center (2020‐2024
4) so as not to foreclosee regional strategies to help
meet state and local water qualiity standards and enhannce Allston’ss resiliency to climate ch
hange
impacts.
Greenwa
ay and open
n space conn
nections to the
t Charles R
River
Harvard'ss science co
omplex PNF continues
c
a poor traditiion of a fraggmented revview processs that
undermines the veryy purpose of developing an IMP for H
Harvard’s exxpansion into
o Allston. In
particular, Harvard’ss approach to
t planning the greenw
way has been
n very disjointed. Instead of
emphasizzing the hyd
drological lin
nks between
n the greenw
way, green sstreets and a riverfront park,
the planning for the “wet weaather corridor” proposeed in the lo
ong‐term pllan seems tto be
piecemeaal and inadequate. The
erefore, CRW
WA recomm
mends that p
planning and design for the
greenway be moved
d to a fast track from the currentt 10‐year ho
orizon to a shorter 2‐5 year
horizon. In fact, therre may be opportunitiess to implemeent sectionss of the greeenway in tan
ndem
with the I‐90 project as Academiic and Stadiu
um Way are constructed
d in the nextt five years.
CRWA would like to remind the proponent that
t
the greeenway is esssential not o
only for provviding
public acccess througgh the camp
pus, but also
o for improvving the health of the Charles Riverr. The
greenway is an esse
ential part of
o stormwater managem
ment and flo
ood resiliency for the eentire
sub‐wate
ershed. It is, therefore, frustrating
f
to
o note that a temporaryy parking lott is being plaanned
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for a secttion of the greenway
g
which, for the
e short term , defeats thee purpose o
of having an open
space co
onnection fro
om the scie
ence comple
ex courtyardd to the riveer. Secondlyy, the parkin
ng lot
precludes the opporrtunity to use a section of the plannned greenwaay for manaaging stormw
water
from the
e entire scie
ence comple
ex as a regional strateggy. CRWA suggests thaat the propo
onent
reconside
er the place
ement of th
he parking lot and retthink how the courtyarrd space for the
science site
s can bettter integrate
e with the rest
r
of the ggreenway fro
om a stormwater treatment
and flood
d resilience standpoint.
s

42

The IMP should provvide more details
d
and specific com mitments fo
or achieving the propon
nent’s
1
stated go
oals of creaating continu
uous open space
s
corrid ors through
h the campu
us for pedesttrian,
habitat and
a
water connectionss to the Ch
harles River and its paarklands. If there are ssome
constrain
nts (such as CSX remediaation) that prevent
p
real ization of th
he long‐term
m vision, then the
proponent should delineate
d
the nature off the constrraints and eexplicitly staate the inteended
timeline for those improvemen
nts. We notte that acceess to the rriver and paarkland is h
highly
desirable
e to the com
mmunity and
d has been identified ass high prioritty needs in various parkk and
regional master plans.
Stormwa
ater Manage
ement
Due to th
he location, size, and im
mperviousne
ess of the prroject site, sttormwater m
managemen
nt is a
key conccern for CR
RWA. Pollute
ed stormwaater runoff is the lead
ding cause o
of water qu
uality
impairme
ents in the
e Charles River,
R
which
h is impair ed for chlo
orophyll‐a, Escherichia coli,
nutrient//eutrophicattion biologiccal indicators, dissolved oxygen, and
d phosphoru
us (total), am
mong
other im
mpairments. As recognizzed by the proponent, the projectt area drains directly to
o the
reach of the Charless River that is subject to
o the Lowerr Charles Rivver Nutrientt Total Maximum
Daily Loaad (TMDL) and
a the Baccteria TMDL2. The nutriient TMDL rrequires a 6
65% reductio
on in
phosphorus loading from the prroject site. While
W
CRWA
A appreciates that the p
proponent aggrees
to comply with MassDEP stormwater stand
dards, the NPC lacks a ccomprehenssive discussio
on of
drainage or runoff caalculations for
f the entirre project arrea and provvides no indication regarding
its compliance with the
t TMDL re
equirements.

1

In the IMPNF, the green
nway is charac
cterized as a “lo
ong-term initiatiive” and “conce
ept,” despite H
Harvard’s
acknowledgment of it “as an organizing element . . . [th
hat] could provvide opportunitiies for a new tyype of campus
landscape and new civic ecology.” Harv
vard also recog
gnizes that in a
addition to “servving as a recre
eation and open
n
space corridor, it should be
b an integral working
w
landsc
cape for stormw
water managem
ment.”

2

total Max
ximum Daily lo
oad for Nutrien
nts in the lowerr Charles riverr, Massachuse
etts (DEP 2007); total Maximum
Daily load for Bacteria in
n the lower Charles river, Ma
assachusetts (D
DEP 2007)
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The prop
ponent shou
uld incorporrate regionaal green infrrastructure strategies w
within the p
public
realm (ne
eighborhood
d streets and
d open spacces) to treat stormwaterr runoff in th
he IMP areaa. The
existing site is overr 80% impe
ervious, and, though thhe proponen
nt will evaluate low‐im
mpact
developm
ment (LID) techniques,
t
they should
d demonstraate how theese strategiees will help with
TMDL co
ompliance. While
W
the pro
oject broadlyy complemeents the series of open sspaces and ggreen
corridorss proposed as a part of the longg‐term fram
mework by providing a large, pub
blicly‐
accessible landscaaped areaa, there seems
to be
a complete lack of
coordination with th
he design off the surrounding open spaces with
h respect to
o the stormw
water
managem
ment strategy. Most im
mportantly, the projecct doesn’t utilize its p
proximity to
o the
greenway as an oppo
ortunity to design
d
a storrmwater maanagement ssystem at th
he sub‐waterrshed
level.
A comprrehensive sttormwater managemen
nt plan is ttherefore neeeded for tthe SEAS sitte to
manage the runoff from building roofs ass well as thhe surround
ding areas by incorporrating
strategie
es for retentiion, treatme
ent and infilttration or reeuse of storm
mwater. Thee proposed rreuse
of harve
ested rainwater for ind
door use iss a good w
water resou
urce manageement meaasure.
Howeverr, strategies for treatme
ent of runofff from the roooftop (apart from the garage rooff) and
open are
eas have nott been specified and exxplained in tthe stormwaater manageement sectio
on of
the NPC. There is no information
n whatsoeve
er about the quantitativee analysis off the storm w
water
discharge
e with respe
ect to phosphorous redu
uction and innfiltration. The stormwaater management
plan sho
ould be dessigned to meet
m
the 1 inch infiltraation and 665% phosph
horous redu
uction
standard
ds set by BW
WSC. The lan
ndscape plan
n for the couurtyard shou
uld include details regarding
the sizingg of swales, rain gardenss, infiltration
n basins, etcc. to retain, ttreat and inffiltrate the runoff
from the
e surroundin
ng drainage
e areas. The
e choice of BMPs shou
uld be mad
de based on
n the
catchment drainage area, soil type and groundwater levvels in the arrea.
We comm
mend the prroponent’s desire
d
to ach
hieve LEED V
V4 credits through the reeuse of rainw
water
within th
he building using
u
“fibergglass rainwaater reuse taanks.” The p
proponent h
has an ambiitious
target off designing a LID system that “colleccts and recharges up to the 100‐yeaar storm eveent.”3
BWSC’s current
c
10‐yyear/24‐hour design sto
orm is 5.20 iinches, while their 2035
5 climate ch
hange
4
scenario of the 100‐yyear/24 desiign storm is 9.3 inches. The propon
nent should work with B
BWSC
to determ
mine the 10
00‐year design storm ass it will helpp in sizing BMPs througghout the prroject
area.
3
4

43
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PNF, p.9
94

BwsC Climate Change
e risk assessm
ment, Findings and
a Mitigation//adaptation strrategies for wa
astewater and s
storm
Drainage, Charlie
C
Jewell, NEwEa 2015
5 <http://www.n
newea.org/wpcontent/uploads/2015/05//aC15_session
n30_CJewell.p
pdf>
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45

46

“Green Street”
S
oppo
ortunities
As stated
d in the NPC
C, reconstru
uction of Acaademic Wayy and other peripheral roads within the
site is a part of the project. How
wever, the document
d
laacks any dettails showingg the redesign of
the perip
pheral stree
ets, Academ
mic Way or Stadium W
Way, through
h sections aand plans. Since
Stadium Way and Eaast Drive are
e brand new
w streets thaat will likely be construccted by MassDOT
in tandem with the I‐90 projectt, the propo
onent shouldd ensure thaat they fullyy incorporate the
“greensccape” elem
ments of Boston’s
B
Co
omplete Sttreet Guideelines. In addition, ggreen
infrastructure retrofiits should also be installed on existi ng streets th
hat connect Western Avvenue
and Cambridge Stree
et. CRWA wo
ould be happy to discusss appropriatte stormwatter BMPs an
nd LID
opportun
nities with the proponent and help integrate grreen infrastrructure into
o the street right‐
of‐way. Retrofit
R
designs for Ren
na Street, Western
W
Aveenue and North Harvarrd Street, am
mong
others sh
hould not only achieve the targets for enhancced treatment under Bo
oston’s Complete
Streets Guidelines,
G
but also se
erve as a model
m
for other streetsscape impro
ovements in
n the
neighborrhood.

47

Climate change
c
and flood resilie
ency
As shown in Fig.1 in Appendix A, the projject is locatted in an extremely flo
ood‐prone aarea5.
Historically, sectionss of the IMP
P site both north
n
and soouth of Wesstern Avenue were low‐‐lying
tidal marrshlands thaat were fille
ed in to support develoopment. In o
order to beccome resilieent to
flooding, the propon
nent should not only doccument the alteration o
of historic sitte hydrologyy, but
also try and restore
e it through
h the estab
blishment off a greenwaay and greeen infrastructure
retrofits (bioswales, infiltration basins, etc)). As a first step, the proponent sh
hould coord
dinate
with the MassDOT team
t
that iss using the Boston Harbbor ADCIRC model to p
pinpoint floo
oding
vulnerab
bilities due to sea‐leve
el rise, sto
orm surges and inland
d flooding from increeased
precipitation in the I‐90
I
project area. Prelim
minary MasssDOT resultss suggest thaat areas adjaacent
to the rivver between
n the Westerrn Avenue and River Streeet bridges are at a high
h risk of floo
oding,
especially after 203
30. Moreove
er, because of high im
mperviousneess and poo
or drainage,, this
section of
o Allston already
a
exp
periences frequent locaalized inland flooding, especially after
intense precipitation
p
n events succh as Nor’eaaster stormss (1‐2 eventss/year). Inland flooding risks
are also intensified
i
as
a the stormw
water and se
ewage conv eyance systeems are oveerwhelmed u
under
intense storm
s
eventss, and these risks should
d be carefullyy identified and mitigateed in the EIR
R.

48

As MassDOT’s turnp
pike realignm
ment design
n evolves, aan opportun
nity exists to
o move Sold
dier’s
Field Roaad away from
m the river and create significant nnew parkland‐‐an “Allsto
on Esplanad
de.” A
5

Flood ma
aps from City of Cambridge off the Mean Hig
gh High water +
+5’ projected to
o occur by mid- to late-centurry
(equivalentt to flooding fro
om Hurricane Sandy
S
if it hit Bo
oston during hiigh tide)

4
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multi‐fun
nctional espllanade (i.e. riverfront
r
paark) that nott only cleansses stormwaater and pro
ovides
storage for flood waters,
w
but also provid
des opportuunities for tthe public’s enjoymentt and
environm
mental stewaardship of th
he Charles River,
R
shouldd be consideered in the p
proponent’s IMP.
The Allstton Esplanade would tie
t the gree
enway to thhe extended
d river parkkland and w
would
connect the two sysstems hydro
ologically in addition to providing a visual and physical lin
nk for
public acccess.
Please fe
eel free to co
ontact me sh
hould you haave any quesstions at (7881) 788‐0007
7 ext. 232.
Sincerelyy,

Pallavi Mande,
M

A
Apratim Sahaay,

Director of Blue Citie
es, CRWA

B
Blue Cities In
ntern, CRWA
A

5
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HmEnt A
AttACH

Fig 1.1 and 1.2 : (upp
per panel) Flood map from City of Cambrridge of the com
mbined effects of a storm surg
ge,
inland flood
ding and sea le
evel rise resulting in a Mean High High watter +5’ flood. such a flood is p
projected to occcur by
mid- to late
e-century, with a 25% probability of occurring before 2040 (equivalent to flooding from H
Hurricane Sand
dy if it
hit Boston during high tide
e).
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as shown in Fig.1.3, a concept sketch
s
developed by Cr
rwa in 2007
7 as part of itts master
ommendations to Harvarrd, the green
nway conne cting the Ho
onan library to the river is
plan reco
essentiall not only forr providing im
mproved pub
blic access tthrough the ccampus but also for
improving
g the health of the river. Given the flooding that occurs in th
he neighborh
hood, following
even min
nor rain even
nts and poorr water quality in this secction of the C
Charles, the greenway iss an
effective strategy for incorporatin
ng resiliency
y through reg
gional scale green infrasstructure.

Fig 1.3 CRWA’s
C
concept sketch (from 2007) for a Green
nway connecction from th
he residentia
al
neighborrhood to the Charles Riv
ver along a historic
h
strea
am corridor o
overlaid with
h existing sto
orm
drain nettwork underg
ground.
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December 10, 2015
Mr. Gerald Autler, gerald.autler@boston.gov
Senior Project Manager
Boston Redevelopment Authority
One City Hall Square
Boston, MA 022011007
Subject: Harvard Science & Engineering Complex
Dear Mr. Autler:
Please accept the following comments on the November 2015 Notice of Project Change for the Harvard Science and
Engineering Complex (SEC) on Western Ave in Allston.
We are pleased that Harvard is relying heavily on bicycle travel for faculty, staff, graduate students, and undergraduate
students to travel to the SEC. Harvard’s Notice of Project Change states that:
"As many as 390 faculty, staff, graduate students and researchers will commute by bicycle to the SEC on a daily
basis. An additional 90100 undergraduates (approximately 15 percent of the daily population) may also bike to the
SEC on a daily basis."
For the safety of these Harvard affiliates, as well as members of the general public, we ask that Harvard collaborate with BTD
and provide funding for:

49

1.

50
2.

Creation of protected cycletracks:
a. On both sides of Western Ave, from North Harvard Street to Soldiers Field Road at the Western Ave Bridge
(3,100 feet); and
b. On both sides of North Harvard Street, from Western Ave to Soldiers Field Road at the Anderson Bridge
(2,400 feet).
A protected intersection at the intersection of Western Ave and North Harvard Street.

Harvard owns almost every property on both sides of these segments of North Harvard Street and Western Ave which should
make it possible to provide both protected cycletracks and generous sidewalks.
Case studies from across the country have shown that installing cycletracks substantially increase bike ridership over prior
road conditions. Fully protected and separated bike facilities will not only improve these streets for cyclists; they will help
Harvard achieve its goal of increasing bike ridership as a mode of travel to the SEC.
We recommend that these improvements be implemented as early in 2016 as possible.
Sincerely,
Harry Mattison, Allston resident
John Eskew, Allston resident and bike commuter
Paola M. Ferrer, Allston resident
Griffin Monahan, bike commuter
Barbara Jacobson, Programs Director, Massachusetts Bicycle Coalition
Rich Parr, Allston resident and bike commuter
Lauren Mattison, Brighton resident
Steve Jamison, former Lower Allston resident, bike commuter
Andreae Downs, chair, Newton’s Transportation Advisory Group
Alicia Bowman, Newton’s Transportation Advisory Group
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Rachel Hock, Allston resident and pedestrian
Sasha Albert, Brighton resident, bike commuter
Allegra Stout, Allston resident and bike commuter
Jasmine Guinta, Brighton resident and bike commuter
Liam Sullivan, bike commuter and Harvard Business School employee
Dimitri Kountourogianni, Somerville resident, Harvard affiliate, and bike commuter
Kenzie Bok, Boston resident and Harvard student & alumna
Susan Regan, Brookline resident and bike commuter
Louise Johnson, Boston resident and bike commuter to Watertown
Preston Buehrer, Brighton resident
Megan Ramey, Cambridge resident
Andrea Yakovakis, Cambridge resident
Duer McLanahan, Allston resident, daily bicycle commuter, Massachusetts Academic Teacher Licensure: Elementary,
Special Education
Mary Ann O’Loughlin, Allston resident, bike commuter, Harvard Business School employee
Brent Whelan, Allston resident, longtime bike commuter
Leah Lowthorp, Allston resident, bike commuter, Harvard College faculty
Steven Bercu, President, Boston Cyclists Union
Christine Giraud, Allston resident and bike commuter
Andreas Wolfe, MassBike and Cambridge resident
Noah Augustine, UMass Boston Urban Planning program, bike commuter
Justin Abrahms, Somerville resident and bike commuter
James C. Simpson, Boston resident and avid bicyclist and pedestrian
Karen Smith, Allston resident and timid bicyclist hoping to ride more
Collin Fedor, Allston resident and bike commuter
Sean Duane, Allston resident, bike commuter, and Novartis employee
Mary Regan, Somerville resident and timid bicyclist hoping to ride more
Noelle Janka, Jamaica Plain resident, Harvard Employee, Former president of the Boston Cyclists Union
Rita Vaidya, Allston Resident would like to feel safer about my sons riding in Allston,
John Bliss, Former cyclist and Newton resident who wants safety for all of today’s cyclists
Michael DeMarco, Brighton resident, biker, driver, and pedestrian
David Hall, Allston resident, daily bike commuter on Western Ave
David McNair, Allston resident, biker, pedestrian, driver
Maritza Ciliberto, AllstonBrighton mother of bikecommuting teenagers
Lisa Smith, Barrington Vaughn Brinson Memorial Fund, Allston resident, runner and biker
Steven Miller, former Allston resident, Harvard employee, LivableStreets Board member
Nathan Phillips, Bike Newton, former Brighton resident, BU employee
Jeannine Garcia, Allston resident, novice but enthusiastic bike commuter
Colleen McGuire, Allston resident
Katherine von Stackelberg, Allston resident, Harvard employee, bike commuter
Tamara Bonn, Allston resident, bike commuter (Western Ave daily), bike rider, pedestrian, driver, human
Kathy Martin, East Watertown resident, daily bike commuter on Western Ave
Casey Lange, Allston resident and bike commuter
Galen Mook, Allston resident
Laura Heath, Allston resident and bike commuter
Laura Bethard, Allston resident and bike commuter
Rebecca Smith, Cambridge resident, bike commuter
Danielle DeLuca, Boston resident, yearround bike commuter
Erick Colop, Boston resident, bike commuter
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---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Roy Russell <roy@alum.mit.edu>
Date: Wed, Dec 9, 2015 at 3:58 PM
Subject: Harvard Science & Engineering Complex
To: gerald.autler@boston.gov
Dear Mr. autler:
Please accept the following comments on the November 2015 Notice of Project Change for the Harvard
science and Engineering Complex (sEC) on western ave in allston.
I am a resident of Cambridge and a former resident of allston, I lived on N Harvard street and commuted
daily by bicycle on N Harvard and western ave or Cambridge street.
First I suggest you personally ride your bicycle (or rent a Hubway bicycle) on these streets to get first
hand experience, preferably at an evening rush hour in the winter when it is dark. I believe you will find
the relative safety of the space reserved for bicycles on western avenue to be a significant improvement
over a marked lane as it is somewhat protected by the line of parked cars. an even better solution is a
separated cycle track like the one on western avenue in Cambridge. the safety and convenience of such
a solution will encourage the general public and Harvard affiliates to rely on bicycles rather than cars,
reducing the demand for parking, reducing traffic, and reducing pollution.
since Harvard owns almost every property on both sides of these segments of North Harvard street and
western ave which should make it possible to provide both protected cycletracks and generous
sidewalks.
I ask that Harvard collaborate with BtD and provide funding for:

51
52

1. Creation of protected cycletracks:
a. on both sides of western ave, from North Harvard street to soldiers Field road at the
western ave Bridge (3,100 feet); and
b. on both sides of North Harvard street, from western ave to soldiers Field road at the
anderson Bridge (2,400 feet).
a protected intersection at the intersection of western ave and North Harvard street.
Case studies from across the country have shown that installing cycletracks substantially increases bike
ridership over prior road conditions. Fully protected and separated bike facilities will not only improve
these streets for cyclists; they will help Harvard achieve its goal of increasing bike ridership as a mode of
travel to the sEC.
I recommend that these improvements be implemented as early in 2016 as possible.
Best regards
roy russell
40 Cottage st
Cambridge, Ma 02139
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On Fri, Dec 4, 2015 at 9:33 AM, Keegan Dougherty <kdougherty@earthwatch.org> wrote:
Dear Gerald,
I attended the Harvard-Allston Task Force Meeting last night, but didn’t get a chance to make
public comment on the SEC plan. In short, I’d like to voice my support for the following issues:
Given the influx of Harvard students to the area, I think that Harvard should consider their
students’ safety and support improvements to public pedestrian and bike infrastructure in the
following locations:
1. Pedestrian and bicycle crossings of Memorial Drive and Soldiers Field Rd along both
Western Avenue and North Harvard St. These four intersections (Western-Soldiers,
Western-Memorial, N. Harvard-Soldiers, and N. Harvard-Memorial) slow both pedestrian
and bike traffic, and expose pedestrians and bikes to increased risk with increased foot/bike
traffic.
2. Alternatively, Harvard could look into a redesign of the stairs connecting the John Weeks
Bridge to HBS. The stairs on the portion of the bridge crossing Soldiers Field Rd do not
allow bicyclists to use this otherwise preferred crossing.

53

54

3. Signaled pedestrian crossings across Western Avenue between Soldier’s Field and Travis
Street, near public bus stops.

55

4. Signaled pedestrian crossings across North Harvard St. near Gordon Road, & Hefferan St.

56

When the SEC project begins, my organization’s lease will be have ended and we will move out
of 114 Western Avenue, so I will not be affected by the outcome. But I do worry for the students,
both on-foot and on bike, who may get hit by cars during their commute to class.
Cheers,
Keegan

Keegan Dougherty
Group Expeditions Coordinator | Ambassador Coordinator
The Earthwatch Institute | 114 Western Ave, Boston, MA 02134

US: (978) 450-1249 | UK: +44 (0) 1865 318 831 ext. 249
Please Note: our office is open from 8 AM to 6 PM EDT in Boston, MA
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5.2

Responses

BRA Scoping Determination, December 23, 2015
1.

Provide an update on Harvard’s property holdings since 2013 IMP

Changes to Harvard’s property holdings and updates on the IMP projects are included in
Section 1.3, Changes and Updates Since IMP Approval.
2.

Revisit planning for Greenway

The current status of planning for the Greenway is included in Section 2.4, Landscape
Systems and the Greenway.
3.

Discuss role of site in meeting stormwater runoff

The role of the Greenway in managing stormwater runoff is included in Section 2.4,
Landscape Systems and the Greenway.
4. Identify alternative parking strategies and options for implementing some facets
of the Greenway
The IMPNF/NPC indicates that the Project will provide 275 total parking spaces in two
surface lots adjacent to and south of 114 Western Avenue. One of these lots, which would
accommodate approximately 155 parking spaces, is located on the site of the proposed
Greenway that was described as part of the 2013 IMP Long-Term Vision. Harvard will
assess the status of this parking lot as part of the future planning for the Greenway and
relocate the parking to a suitable location within the IMP Area or Allston Landing North, if
appropriate, when this portion of the Greenway is ready for construction.
The approach to implementation of the Greenway is described in Section 2.4, Landscape
Systems and the Greenway.
5.

Update project description

An updated project description is included in Chapter 2, Project Description.
6. Describe intensity of use by students, faculty, and staff and potential impact on
pedestrian ways and the adjacent neighborhood
The intensity of students, faculty, and staff for the SEC Building is described in Section 3.2
Transportation.
7.

Update Harvard’s transportation and parking policies

The IMPNF/NPC described Harvard’s parking and Transportation Demand Management
(TDM) programs and provides an evaluation of the impacts of the Project within the context
of the analysis that was prepared for the 2013 IMP. The 2013 IMP provides a detailed and
comprehensive transportation analysis of the projects included with the Ten-Year Plan of
the IMP. There are no updates to report since the IMPNF/NPC.
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8.

Meet with BRA and BTD to discuss improving Western Avenue Cycle track

On January 14, 2016, representatives of the University and their consultant, VHB, Inc.,
met with BTD and BRA staff to discuss the IMP Amendment submission requirements and
requested analysis. This discussion confirmed the analysis that is described in Section 3.2,
Transportation and outlined next steps to develop and review the Project roadway and
transportation infrastructure improvements that are described in this document.
9.

Meet with the BRA to discuss climate resiliency planning

The IMPNF/NPC included the BRA’s Climate Resiliency Preparedness and Resiliency
Checklist. Additional information on resiliency – including the analysis that was conducted
that led to the conclusion to remove the district energy facility from the subsurface level of
the SEC Building - is included in Section 3.5, Climate Resilience.
10. Description of current and proposed programs with Boston schools to train and
employ students from Boston
Harvard University offers a wide array of educational and workforce development
opportunities, highlighted in detail in the 2015 Cooperation Agreement Annual Report.
Harvard University has forged meaningful partnerships with local Boston Public Schools,
opened the doors of an expanded and relocated Harvard Ed Portal, and offered workforce
development programs that give Boston residents the skills to be job-ready in a 21st century
economy. In addition to educational programming and mentoring for Boston students,
there is a wide-ranging array of public health offerings and educational resources available
through Harvard Medical School, Harvard School of Dental Medicine, the Harvard T. H. Chan
School of Public Health, and Harvard Business School.
11.

Describe workforce needs of proposed project

As described in Section 4.1, Economic Development, the majority or building occupants will
be students, faculty, and staff relocated from the Cambridge campus.
12.

Description of Harvard’s economic impact to Boston

Harvard University is part of a coalition of community partners that are driven to improve
the identity of Western Avenue and to provide a robust local business environment. The
Harvard-funded Workforce and Economic Development Advisory Board was formed to
develop new community-based strategies for economic development and coordination
with local business partners. Harvard Business School’s Innovation Lab is a collaboration
and education space that has spawned exciting new business and technology ventures,
and will grow Allston-Brighton’s reputation as a locus for entrepreneurialism and startup
development.
13. Discuss community benefits with reference to community benefits updates
submitted to the BRA
Harvard University enjoys a valued and longtime partnership with the Allston-Brighton
community and has prepared a comprehensive community benefits update. This update
was summarized in the IMPNF/NPC and is available in full at http://community.harvard.edu/
sites/default/files/BostonCooperationAgreement2015.pdf
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14.

IMP Amendment must include Responses to Comments section

This Chapter 5, Responses to Comments includes copies of each comment letter and
responses to the comments raised.

Amy Mahler, Mayor’s Office of Neighborhood Services, December 10, 2015
15.

Insufficient bike racks and cycle tracks

The status of both bicycle parking and cycle track and other bicycle facilities is discussed in
Section 3.2, Transportation.
16.

Security and lighting

Security and lighting are discussed in Section 3.6, Security and Lighting.

David Grissino, BRA Urban Design, December 10, 2015
17.

Include site plan showing broader context

A site plan showing the broader context of the Project is included in Section 2.3, Urban
Design Context.
18.

Include detailed site plan showing relationship to 28 Travis Street

A detailed site plan showing the relationship to the 28 Travis Street project is included in
Section 3.2, Transportation.
19.

Include detailed site plan showing pedestrian and bicycle accommodations

A detailed site plan showing pedestrian and bicycle accommodations is included in Section
3.2, Transportation.
20.

Describe strategy for addressing long term parking needs

The IMPNF/NPC indicates the Project would provide 275 total parking spaces in two
surface lots adjacent to and south of 114 Western Avenue. One of these lots, which would
accommodate approximately 155 parking spaces, is located on the site of the proposed
Greenway that was described as part of the 2013 IMP Long-Term Vision. Harvard will
assess the status of this parking lot as part of the future planning for the Greenway and
relocate the parking to a suitable location within the IMP Area or Allston Landing North, if
appropriate, when this portion of the Greenway is ready for construction.
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Katie Pedersen, BRA Environmental Reviewer, December 14, 2015
21.

Wind tunnel test will be required

Section 3.3, Wind includes updated information on the potential wind impacts from the SEC
Building. As discussed at the City Agency Scoping Meeting on December 1, 2015, the full
wind tunnel testing will be done during the Design Development phase of the Project and
these results will be shared with the BRA design staff.

John Sullivan, Boston Water & Sewer Commission, December 8, 2015
22.

Address issue of 72-inch drain or an alternative

The status of the planning for the 72-inch drain line is discussed in Section 3.4, Stormwater.
23.

Prepare and submit Site Plan and General Services Application

As noted in the comment letter, the proponent will prepare and submit a Site Plan and
General Services Application for review by BWSC.
24. Provide updated estimates for Water, sewer, and stormwater with the Site Plan
Application
The Site Plan Application will include updated estimates for water, sewer, and stormwater
impacts.
25. Any new or relocated water mains, sewers and storm drains must be designed
and constructed at the proponent’s expense
As noted in the comment letter, any new or relocated water mains, sewers and storm drains
will be designed and constructed at the proponent’s expense.
26.

A NPDES General Permit is required for disturbances of over one acre

As noted in the comment letter, a NPDES General Permit is required for disturbances over
one acre.
27. The design of the Project must comply with the City of Boston’s Complete Streets
Initiative
The proposed roadway layouts and multi-modal accommodations were developed based on
the Complete Streets Guidelines and reviewed with the Boston Transportation Department
during the IMP Transportation Access Plan Agreement update, and BTD will remain a part of
the process as the design moves forward. Relative to the green infrastructure, the roadways
design incorporates the use of open grid pavers in the furnishing zone. Stormwater from
sidewalks will be directed by sheet flow to the furnishing zone. The furnishing zone will
contain sand-based structural soil and shade trees. This profile will mitigate runoff to
storm systems through plant uptake and infiltration and provide additional water quality
treatment.
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28.

Grease Traps will be required for any food service facility

The current Project design will have approved grease traps located within the building and
the design team will consult with the BWSC Operations Department with regards to their
use and maintenance.
29.

Address infiltration/inflow

The design team will work with BWSC, the Massachusetts Department of Environmental
Protection (DEP), and the Massachusetts Water Resources Authority (MWRA) to implement
the Infiltration/Inflow (I/I) reduction plan. During the design process, the design team will
engage with permitting groups to demonstrate compliance with the I/I effort.
30. In order to reduce phosphorous, the project must infiltrate all stormwater
discharging from impervious surfaces
The current Project design plans to achieve a reduction of the Total Maximum Daily
Load (TMDL) phosphorus concentrations in stormwater discharges from the site by use
of bioretention basins and bioretention swales as well as non-proprietary water quality
structures and implementation of Best Management Practices (BMPs) across the Project
site. In addition, the design is proposing to capture, at a minimum, the 1-inch storm event
over new impervious surfaces and infiltrate or reuse this run-off within the building.
The Project will demonstrate compliance with the reduction of stormwater run-off and
phosphorous removal. The design intent is to meet or exceed BWSC’s infiltration and
phosphorous reduction standards. The conversion of land use from a parking lot to a green
roof will reduce the phosphorous load for the site. Secondly, the water quality swales on
the structure are designed to act as a horizontal filter with the dimensions to be determined
during the design process. Lastly, enhanced media filtering could be used, if needed, to
reduce the phosphorous loading prior to discharging the stormwater to the BWSC storm
drain.
The roadway design will include treatment trains for stormwater runoff to provide
a minimum of 64% phosphorous removal prior to discharge. The roadways will also
provide infiltration equal to the BWSC requirement of 1-inch over the impervious area.
A stormwater management plan and calculations demonstrating conformance with the
applicable regulations will be prepared and submitted as part of the BWSC Site Plan Review
process.
31.

Site Plan must show how roof drainage is being managed

The design team will submit a comprehensive stormwater design plan (including a roof
drainage plan) and supporting calculations for the Project which will meet the BWSC’s
requirements. The Project will not discharge stormwater into the sanitary sewer.
32.

The Project will be required to meet DEP Stormwater Management Standards

As noted in the comment letter, the Project will be required to meet DEP Stormwater
Management Standards.
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33.

The Proponent will be required to submit a Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan

The Proponent will submit a Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan. The design team
will submit a comprehensive erosion and sedimentation control plan and supporting
documentation, and a Long Term Operation and Maintenance Plan for the Project which
will address erosion and sedimentation control and stormwater maintenance both during
and after construction. The Project will provide a plan that indicates drainage patterns and
construction stormwater control. The plan will also indicate areas of soil stockpiles and,
if necessary, work with a Licensed Site Professional (LSP) to outline steps for treatment or
disposal of contaminated soils.
34.

The discharge of any dewatering drainage requires a Drainage Discharge Permit

The Project has no plans to alter or increase the existing approved dewatering method.
35. Any new catch basins require a permanent casting stating “Don’t Dump: Drains
to Charles River”
As noted in the comment letter, any new catch basins constructed by the Project will include
a permanent casting stating “Don’t Dump: Drains to Charles River.”
36. Proponent is encouraged to explore additional opportunities for protecting
stormwater quality by minimizing sanding and the use of chemicals, pesticides, and
fertilizers
The SEC Building’s courtyard and green spaces will be maintained by Harvard’s landscape
maintenance group which has an extensive program of organic maintenance, focused on
reducing or eliminating the use of all inorganic fertilizers, chemical pesticides, fungicides,
and herbicides.
37.

A Hydrant Use Permit is required for use of any hydrant during construction

As noted in the comment letter, a Hydrant Use Permit is required for use of any hydrant
during construction.
38.

The Project will require use of a Meter Transmitter Unit

As noted in the comment letter, the Project will include a Meter Transmitter Unit.
39. Proponent is encourages to explore additional opportunities for implementing
water conservation measures
The SEC Building plans to capture and reuse stormwater for irrigation purposes and is
currently looking into other water conservation methods to keep potable water use to a
minimum. The Project will use low flow fixtures, required under the current Building Code,
to reduce water use. The design team will provide BWSC with irrigation information for
review as the design process advances.
Stormwater from sidewalks directed to the street tree planting in the furnishing zone will
provide passive irrigation and limit additional irrigation inputs. Active irrigation will be
through subgrade drip tubing provided directly to the soils to limit evaporation. All irrigation
will be moisture sensor based and will only operate when soils reach minimum moisture
levels to sustain tree health.
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Pallavi Mande, Charles River Watershed Association, undated
40.

Accelerate planning and design of the Greenway

The current status of planning for the Greenway is included in Section 2.4, Landscape
Systems and the Greenway.
41.

Re-evaluate location of parking lot for SEC

The IMPNF/NPC indicates that the Project will provide 275 total parking spaces in two
surface lots adjacent to and south of 114 Western Avenue. One of these lots, which would
accommodate approximately 155 parking spaces, is located on the site of the proposed
Greenway that was described as part of the 2013 IMP Long-Term Vision. Harvard will
assess the status of this parking lot as part of the future planning for the Greenway and
relocate the parking to a suitable location within the IMP Area or Allston Landing North, if
appropriate, when this portion of the Greenway is ready for construction.
42.

Provide more detail and commitments for the implementation of the Greenway

The current status of planning for the Greenway is included in Section 2.4, Landscape
Systems and the Greenway.
43.

Provide comprehensive stormwater management plan for SEAS site

A comprehensive stormwater management plan and calculations will be submitted to BWSC
as part of the design process. The design intent is to meet or exceed BWSC’s infiltration and
phosphorous reduction standards. The current Project design plans to achieve a reduction
of the TMDL phosphorus concentrations in stormwater discharges from the site by use
of bioretention basins and bioretention swales as well as non-proprietary water quality
structures and implementation of BMPs across the Project site. In addition, the design is
proposing to capture, at a minimum, the 1-inch storm event over new impervious surfaces
and infiltrate or reuse this run-off within the building.
The Project will demonstrate compliance with the BWSC standards for reduction of
stormwater run-off and phosphorous removal. The conversion of land use from a parking
lot to a green roof will reduce the phosphorous load for the site. Secondly, the water
quality swales on the structure are designed to act as a horizontal filter with the dimensions
to be determined during the design process. Lastly, enhanced media filtering could be
used, if needed, to reduce the phosphorous loading prior to discharging the stormwater to
the BWSC storm drain. The Project proposes to meet the requirement of Harvard’s Green
Building Standards which is in line with BWSC standards.
44.

Work with BWSC to determine the 100-year design storm

The Project anticipates that it will exceed the current regulations and design guidelines for
sizing BMPs for the site. As the design progresses, the design team will work with BWSC to
meet stormwater design flows for the Project which includes mitigation for the 1-inch storm
event.
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45.

Design new streets with the “greenscape” elements of Boston’s Complete Streets

The proposed design of the new roadways will be developed in accordance with Boston
Transportation Department’s Complete Streets Guidelines, and in consultation with BPWD
and BWSC. A stormwater management plan and calculations demonstrating conformance
with the applicable regulations shall be prepared and submitted as part of the BWSC Site
Plan Review process.
46. Retrofit existing streets with the “greenscape” elements of Boston’s Complete
Streets
As described in Section 3.2, Transportation, the Project will reconstruct a section of Western
Avenue in front of the site. The design of this section of the street will be developed in
accordance with Boston’s Complete Streets Guidelines.
47.

Work with MassDOT to identify flooding vulnerabilities

The IMPNF/NPC included the BRA’s Climate Resiliency Preparedness and Resiliency
Checklist. Additional information on resiliency – including the analysis that was conducted
that led to the conclusion to remove the district energy facility from the subsurface level of
the SEC Building - is included in Section 3.5, Climate Resilience.
48.

Create Allston Esplanade

Potential improvements to the open space along the Charles River are being coordinated
through the MassDOT I-90 Allston Interchange Project.

Harry Mattison (and many others), December 10, 2015
49.

Create cycle tracks on Western Avenue and North Harvard Street

As described in Section 3.2, Transportation, Harvard proposes to upgrade the existing
eastbound cycle track in front of the site and to create a new westbound cycle track across
the street from the site on Western Avenue. Harvard will work with the City of Boston to
develop additional interim improvements within the existing right of way to the existing
bicycle facilities on Western Avenue between the site and Soldiers Field Road. Cycle track
improvements are not proposed for North Harvard Street.
50.

Create a protected intersection at Western and North Harvard Street

Section 3.2, Transportation, describes the proposed improvements to the bicycle
infrastructure. These improvements will build upon the recently completed work of the
Continuum project that included extensive improvements to the intersection of North
Harvard Street and Western Avenue, an extension of the Western Avenue bike lanes further
westward, and construction of a new bike path along South Campus Drive that provides
a bypass connection for bicycles traveling between North Harvard Street and Western
Avenue. Further modifications to the intersection of North Harvard Street and Western
Avenue are not contemplated as part of the Project.
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Roy Russell, December 9, 2015
51.

Create cycle tracks on Western Avenue and North Harvard Street

As described in Section 3.2, Transportation, Harvard proposes to upgrade the existing
eastbound cycle track in front of the site and to create a new westbound cycle track across
the street from the site on Western Avenue. Harvard will work with the City of Boston to
develop additional interim improvements within the existing right of way to the existing
bicycle facilities on Western Avenue between the site and Soldiers Field Road. Cycle track
improvements are not proposed for North Harvard Street.
52.

Create a protected intersection at Western and North Harvard Street

Section 3.2, Transportation, describes the proposed improvements to the bicycle
infrastructure. These improvements will build upon the recently completed work of the
Continuum project that included extensive improvements to the intersection of North
Harvard Street and Western Avenue, an extension of the Western Avenue bike lanes further
westward, and construction of a new bike path along South Campus Drive that provides
a bypass connection for bicycles traveling between North Harvard Street and Western
Avenue. Further modifications to the intersection of North Harvard Street and Western
Avenue are not contemplated as part of the Project.

Keegan Dougherty, EarthWatch Institute, December 4, 2015
53. Improve pedestrian and bike crossings of Memorial Drive and Soldiers Field Road
at Western and North Harvard
The Anderson Memorial Bridge project will be complete in spring 2016. It includes
pedestrian and bicycle improvements on the bridge and at the adjacent intersections. As
part of its Accelerated Bridge Program, MassDOT prepared designs for the Western Avenue
Bridge that include pedestrian and bicycle improvements to that bridge and its adjacent
intersections. Harvard will continue to coordinate with MassDOT regarding the potential
future implementation of these improvements.
54.

Redesign stairs at John Weeks Bridge

Harvard coordinated with the Department of Conservation and Recreation (DCR) on
improvements to the John Weeks Bridge over the Charles River that included the
replacement of stairs with new ramp systems. While there are no current plans to modify
the Sinclair Weeks Bridge over Soldiers Field Road, Harvard is prepared to coordinate with
DCR regarding the development of potential improvements to this bridge.
55. Add signalized pedestrian crossings of Western Avenue between Soldiers Field
Road and Travis Street
Harvard will work with BTD to determine the feasibility of installing a traffic signal at the
new intersection of “Academic Way” and Western Avenue.
56. Add signalized pedestrian crossings of North Harvard Street at Gordon Road and
Heffernan Street
Harvard will work with BTD to determine the feasibility of installing a traffic signal at the
new intersection of “Academic Way,” North Harvard Street, and South Campus Drive.
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